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A need to shift from conventional dev’t patterns?
• Sprawling land dev’t consumes our
cities & provinces
oSprawl: auto-dependent, single-use, and
impossible to walk to your daily needs
• Encourages people and wealth to leave
central cities
• Creates serious traffic congestion
• Degrades environment and quality of life

Creating safer, more sustainable cities means
designing them to move people, not cars.

A need to shift from conventional dev’t patterns?
• In balancing need to improve livability &
Sustainable transport
address increasing mobility needs in cities,
systems are characterized
LGUs must employ sustainable transport
by high public transport
dev’t strategies
mode
shares,
transit• Acco. to EU Committee Green Paper on Urban
oriented development
Transport, 3 pillars of sustainable transport
should be addressed:
1. Land use planning and addressing the
environmental impact of urban sprawl
2. Restricting private car usage in urban areas
3. Developing high quality public transport
Public transportation has a vital role in

aimed at reducing travel
demand, restricting car
usage and facilitating the
use of non-motorized
modes

SMART GROWTH IN HOUSING:
PEOPLE-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT
PARADIGM FOR CITIES

Smart Growth in housing: what does it offer our cities

"Smart growth preserves open spaces
and protects critical habitat; improves
transportation choices, including
walking, bicycling, and transit, which
reduces emissions from automobiles;
promotes brown field redevelopment;
and reducing impervious cover, which
improves water quality.”
- US Environmental Protection Agency

Smart Growth in housing: what does it offer our cities
Reduces impact of climate change
• Buildings & transportation: 70% of greenhouse gas emissions

Walkable, bikeable, and transit-connected neighborhoods
• Increases economic competitiveness
• Leads to healthy lifestyles and a higher quality of life

Communities close to jobs, retail space, civic centers
• Reduces amount of time spent on transportation by residents and visitors,
as well as the resulting emissions

Developing green buildings & neighborhoods w/ sustainable
transport strategies
• key to creating smart, more livable communities for everyone
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2009; “Smart Growth Guidelines for Sustainable Design and Dev’t”

Smart Growth Principles (SGP)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mix land uses
Take advantage of compact building designs
Create housing choices for range of HH types, family size, incomes
Create walkable neighborhoods
Foster distinctive, attractive communities with a strong sense of place
Preserve open space, farmland, natural beauty, and critical
environmental areas
7. Reinvest in and strengthen existing communities & achieve more
balance in regional dev’t
8. Provide a variety of transportation choices
9. Predictable, fair and cost-effective development decisions
10. Encourage citizen and stakeholder participation in development
decisions

“land use and
transportation
policies directly
influence smart
growth, energy
conservation, and
environmental
protection”
- US Environmental
Protection Agency

Smart Growth Principles (SGP) 1: mixed land uses
• Walking, biking become viable
• More diverse, bigger pop’n: comm’l base to
support public transit

• Enhance area vitality, sense of security
• Increased activity of people on-street

• Attracts pedestrians; revitalize
community life
• Make streets, public spaces, & pedestrianoriented retail places where people meet.

• Siting comm’l w/ res’l devts raises
property value, tax base
• Businesses recognize locations that attract
more people, increasing economic activity
• Attractive to workers who consider “qualityof-life” as well as salary to determine where
they settle

SGP 2: take advantage of compact building design
• Vertical rather than horizontal dev’t reduces
new const’n footprint, and preserves more
greenspace

• Beyond efficient land usage, it protects more open
land to absorb, filter rain water, reduce flooding and
stormwater drainage needs

• Supports wider transportation choices to
reduce air pollution and congestion

• Also lowers amount of pollution washing into our
streams, rivers and lakes

• On a per-unit basis, it is cheaper to provide,
maintain services in compact neighborhoods
than dispersed communities
• Water, sewer, electricity, phone service and other
utilities

SGP 2: take advantage of compact building design
• Well-designed, compact
communities that
include a variety of
house sizes and types
command higher
market value on a persquare-meter basis
than do those in
adjacent conventional
suburban
developments.
M. Morales, L. Gan
Metrobank Foundation, 2016

SGP 3: Create a range of housing opportunities & choices
• Quality housing for people of all income levels
• Broader access to good transportation, services and
education; ideal commuting patterns (quality of living)

• Wider range of housing choices mitigates
• Environmental costs of auto-dependent dev’t
• Use infra resources more efficiently
• Ensure better jobs-housing balance

• Economic stimulus for commercial centers
• Vibrant during the work day, but suffer from a lack of
foot traffic and consumers during evenings or weekends

• Integrating single- and multi-family structures in
new housing devt’s can
• Support a more diverse population
• Allow more equitable distribution of households (all
income levels)

M. Morales, L. Gan
Metrobank Foundation, 2016

SGP 4: Create Walkable Neighborhoods
• Desirable places to live, work, learn,
worship and play

• Goods (e.g., housing, offices, retail) and
services (e.g., transportation, schools,
libraries) are located within an easy, safe
walk
• Expand transportation options
• Creates a streetscape for a range of users
– pedestrians, bicyclists, transit riders,
and drivers

• Benefits:

• Lower transportation costs
• Greater social interaction
• Improved personal and environmental
health
• Expanded consumer choice

M. Morales, L. Gan
Metrobank Foundation, 2016

SGP 7: Reinvest, strengthen existing communities
• Smart growth directs dev’t to existing
communities already served by
infrastructure
• Use existing resources (unique features) of
neighborhoods

• Obstacles to infill dev’t
• Greenfield dev’t: ease of access and
construction, lower land costs
• Zoning requirements in fringe areas are
often less burdensome

• Opportunities of infill development
• investment appeal of a “24-hour city” for
empty nesters, young professionals, and
others, and developers
M. Morales, L. Gan
Metrobank Foundation, 2016

SGP 8: Provide a variety of transportation choices
• Communities are seeking a wider
range of transportation options to
improve beleaguered current
systems
• Better coordination of land use and
transportation
• Increase availability of high-quality
transit service
• Resiliency, connectivity within their
road networks
• Ensure connectivity bet. pedestrian,
bike, transit, and road facilities

TRANSIT-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT
(TOD):
TOWARDS A PEOPLE-ORIENTED SYSTEM
OF URBAN GROWTH AND MOBILITY

TOD: towards a people-oriented system of mobility
• TOD: “Dev’t w/in specified geographic area
around a transit station w/ variety of land uses
and a multiplicity of landowners” (David Salvesen, 1996; Urban Land)
• Res’l and comm’l property values rise w/ proximity to transit stations

Misconception: TOD can be created via design &
dev’t of one project
• Takes multiple projects to create an urban fabric
seamlessly blending ideals of Smart Growth (a
“transit zone” instead of as a single project)

TODs usually cover a group of city blocks; typically
represents a neighborhood in size, scale

...smart growth’s solution to
controlling the demand side of
traffic congestion and urban
sprawl (Freilich, 1998)
...TODs are one of the tools that
can be used to achieve “Smart
Growth” principles…but they have
become one of the most popular
ones (Winters, 2008)

Transit-oriented dev’t (TOD): obstacles
• Location liability

• Exclusionary zoning polices that limit densities,
stifle mix land usage

• Non-supportive gov’t policies

• Lack of incentives, outdated ordinances

• Institutional barriers

• Cross-jurisdictional struggles because of the
inter-jurisdictional nature of transit lines
• Lack of staff/personnel to monitor, facilitate
TODs

• Dependence on automobile-oriented design
• Shift to mass-transit systems, non-motorized
transport platforms, pedestrianization

Transit-Oriented Dev’t (PHL)
• Roadmap for Transport Infra Dev’t for Metro Manila and
Surrounding Areas (NEDA)
• Transport infra projects covering Metro Manila (MM) + adjoining regions
of Central Luzon and CALABARZON, i.e. roads, airports, railway, ports
• MM as central function area, while north (R-3) and south (R-4A) regional
centers developed independently to decongest and better support MM
• Transport infra linking all 3 regions comprising GCR

• Metro Manila Greenprint 2030 (MMDA)
• MMDA plan seeks to carry-on from where NEDA plan left-off
• Detailing dev’t potentials for NCR amidst pop’n growth & urban
expansion
• Realize a regional spatial & dev’t plan that’s “green, connected,
resilient” (vision statement, MMDA Greenprint 2030)

TOD in the Philippines: Current Status
National Govt (Conceptualization & Operationalization):
a. TOD is a popular tool mentioned in govt plans; currently associated
with private-partner partnerships (PPPs)
b. Hurdles to strengthen promotion of TOD:
• Lack of outline steps detailing how to conduct, monitor, push TODs

c. Gov’t land acquisition for TOD is hampered due to weak
implementation of land acquisition law; land readjustment or land value
capture mechanism (P.D. 1517 Urban Land Reform)
• Land acquisition is project-based; not pre-emptive
http://hlurb.gov.ph/wp-content/uploads/laws-issuances/mandates/PD_1517.pdf

TOD in the Philippines: Current Status
Local Govt (Application):
a. Local autonomy is highlighted in influencing regional policy approval, also in
dev’t of zoning ordinances and FAR incentives in consultation w/ private
sector
• Policies related to national, regional plans; private sector recommendations

Private Sector (Land-banking, Govt Consultation):
b. Aside from PPPs, private sector groups acquire land to maximize
existing/proposed rail lines & stations
•

Consultation w/ govt is pursued to further sync & promote private sector agenda w/
govt policy (e.g. Plan creation, modification of zoning ordinances, FAR
considerations)
https://ppp.gov.ph/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/The-Local-Government-Code-of-the-Philippines.pdf

Societal challenges:
• Breaking-up of communities; Digital realm overdependence
• Car-centric urbanity; Exclusionary neighborhoods
• Impersonal, disconnected public spaces
• Deteriorating health due to physical inactivity
• Enable people to express their identity amidst conformity pressures

SMART GROWTH & TOD
CASE STUDY:
“BUKLOD”
(A WALKABLE & TRANSIT-ORIENTED COMMUNITY)

People-Oriented, Environmental Sensitive Urban
Mobility Solution
Biomimicry: Connect site
to existing rail lines &
systems
• Complement housing
w/ mix-use
walkability (TOD)

Diverse Building
Typologies on-site

• Mix use: satisfy
changing user needs
over time

Lessen urban heat island
effect
• Improve vegetation
cover (35-40% of site)
• Absorb heat
(bldgs); pervious
pavements,
recharge aquifers

• Solar radiation
(shadows), wind
ventilation
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Site selection:
UP Diliman as microcosm
of Philippine society
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